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1. Introduction
Data mining is a new technology of discovering knowledge
in large volumes of data. [10] Many companies recently recognized this technology as one with a huge potential in
respect to performance of industries in general, and individual companies in particular. Data mining is now being
used in many fields of production for acquiring and deployment of knowledge in predictive maintenance, manufacturing, scheduling and various systems dedicated to decision
support. Data mining approach can be used to extract and
identify hidden patterns in large data sets and for discovering knowledge, which can be applied to solve individual
problems in practice. [4] One of the most popular processing standard for data mining is CRISP-DM (CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining), which will be described in more detail within following chapter.
Simulation approach is far more older than data mining,
and nowadays, its usage in production companies is becoming still more and more likely, because it is one of the
most popular methods for complex production systems
analysis. [7] Using computer simulation has lead to many
benefits in manufacturing practice, as are for example lowering the risk, increasing overall understanding of the system,
lowering operational costs, shortening lead times, etc. [9]
Simulation, as well as data mining is a powerful tool. Their
separate usage enables companies to take better and more
relevant decisions. However, if combined, we can get even
stronger tool for management based on verifiable knowledge. [8] From a data mining point of view, simulation can
offer a sufficient volume of data needed for further processing, but above-mentioned standard CRISP-DM, does not
refer to it in more detail. The aim of this article is to define
a place for simulation in data mining process framework in
the way that this technology could be used with better results and in bigger amount of individual cases that can arise
in production practice.

and preserve acquired knowledge so it stays in company.
This is why knowledge-based systems are by many also
called expert systems, and these terms can therefore be
often used interchangeably.
The architecture of above mentioned KBS systems differs
from traditional architecture in many aspects as seen in Figure 1. Basic idea of the system is that user communicates
with inference engine through user interface, and specifies
characteristics of his current situation. Inference engine
acts as reasoning element, and tries to apply available
knowledge from knowledge-base in order to provide user
with a suitable solution to the problem.
Creating knowledge-based system is a complex domainspecific task and it is hard to define this process in terms of
what precise steps must be followed. Nevertheless, it is possible to conclude, that creating user interface and the inference engine is a task that should require simple to advanced
programming skills. This is due to the fact that user interface is nowadays an inseparable part of almost every information solution and an inference engine creation can be accelerated by already existing programming libraries such as
Inference Engine Component Suite for Delphi or full free
modifiable inference engines like Simple Rule Engine for
.NET and many more.
In case of an actual knowledge-base, the knowledge acquisition (KA) process largely depends on selected domain in
which the knowledge-based system would provide decision
support.
In practice, there are two broader kinds of approaches. One
can be described as an effort to formalize knowledge of
company employees or experts in specified field. In another
words, it is rather a process of converting tacit knowledge
to explicit knowledge. The other approach is to derive this
knowledge from historical data. This approach is called
data mining.

2. Knowledge-Based Systems
Information systems that follow the procedural path
and compute desired results based on fixed internal
algorithms can be called traditional systems, as opposed to knowledge-based systems (KBS) which
will be discussed more thoroughly over the course
of this article. Main significant difference between
traditional systems and now emerging knowledgebased systems is the knowledge-base, which is
exploited by inference engine in order to find solution for the problem, which user of such system currently faces. These kind of problems would traditionally be solved by expert in target domain, but instead, knowledge-based systems are being developed,
among the other things, in order to formalize, apply
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Fig. 1. KBS Architecture and its requirements
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Data mining can be characterized as an interdisciplinary
subfield of computer science. It is a computational process
and its goal is usually to find patterns in large data sets.
These patterns can be presented, stored and used as actual
knowledge, and therefore aid decision processes. Disciplines that are considered to have a large impact on data mining are:
 artificial intelligence (AI)
 machine learning (usually also considered as part of AI)
 statistics
 database systems
3.1 Data mining in manufacturing environment
There have been numerous examples of applying data mining techniques and algorithms in various fields of human
endeavour. However, as it is with almost every method,
data mining also has some initial requirements in order for
analysts to use it. Analyzed data should therefore be:
 complete (at least during analyzed time frame),
 consistent (significant changes during the analyzed time
frame should not occur),
 correct (deprived of influence of human factors as much
as possible).
There are several tasks which data mining is considered to
be able to solve. We can aggregate those tasks into following groups:
a) Anomaly detection
 detection of unwanted events,
 treatment of outliers in data,
b) Association rules mining
 discovering groups of products frequently bought together,
 predicting possible defects,
c) Clustering
 group technology coding,
 analysis of stock items,
d) Regression
 predicting demand,
 modelling of indicator relationships,
e) Classification
 decision support,
 items sorting,
f) Summarization
 visualization of performance,
 discovering cyclical factors.
3.1.1 Data mining and its benefits for manufacturing
planning and control
Planning and control of production process is a difficult
task, because it is influenced by many factors which have
impact on quality and time of delivery of product. Manufacturing control level employees are responsible for fulfilment of stated performance indicators. Every day they are
forced to solve issues related to insufficient quality or performance at workplace. Employees or information systems
monitor and record information about process states, which
is later additionally discussed with manufacturing operators. Usual production feature is variability in performance
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and quality. This fact offers a question if there is a variant of
manufacturing plan, in which planner/supervisor assigns
manufacturing task to workplaces and operators in the way
that he reaches the highest possible effectivity of production process.
2. Standard Data Mining Process

The most popular standard used by data mining experts is
CRISP-DM. From a methodological point of view, it contains descriptions of main project stages, tasks contained in
each of these stages, and relationships between these tasks.
From a process model point of view, CRISP-DM offers an
overview of data mining life-cycle, which consists of 6 stages, interconnected by arrows, as can be seen on Figure 2.
These arrows symbolize the most important and the most
frequent dependencies among individual stages. However,
the order by which the stages are executed is not strict, and
is often influenced by actual needs and constraints of the
solution.
2.1 CRISP-DM stages
First stage, with which the data mining process should start,
is a Business understanding. At the beginning it is crucial to
establish goals, that data mining should reach in the company. Ambiguously defined goals can at the lead to receiving
answers to wrong questions, which is a waste of valuable
time and resources. In order to establish these goals properly, it is also necessary to evaluate a situation from various
points of view, such as available resources, initial assumptions, constraints, risks, terminology being used and final
costs and benefits of the solution. Final goals can therefore
be considered as an output of this stage, usually along with
project plan. [3]
In Data understanding stage, available data are being analyzed. This is also an important step, because insufficient
understanding of data can lead to prolonging of following

Fig. 2. CRISP-DM  data mining life-cycle
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stage, where these data are being prepared for analysis. Initial data are being collected, described and experimented
upon. At this stage, there also should be paid attention to
verifying data quality.
It is noteworthy to mention, that Data preparation stage is
usually the longest one in the overall data mining process,
and sometimes can last more than 60 percent of time taken
by one cycle. [11] At its beginning, data for processing are
selected if they are likely to influence the solution. Selected
data are cleaned, which can be interpreted as further selection of relevant subsets, insertion of default values, or mathematical approximation of missing values. This stage also
includes insertion of computed attributes from available
data, which often offer a more relevant representation of the
system as in terms of modelling, which follows after this
stage. Part of this stage is also an integration and type conversion.
At Modelling stage, data mining algorithms are applied to
properly prepared data. Currently, there is a vast number of
algorithms falling into a category of data mining, and so it
is important to choose a proper subset of these algorithms,
particularly that, which are capable to model the analyzed
systems with smallest error. As a starting point, statistical
properties of available data, and decision diagrams, such as
scikit-learn algorithm cheat-sheet [6], can be used in order
to choose an algorithm that fits the solution best. After selection of the most suitable algorithms, it is often necessary

to set their initial parameters. Their application therefore
requires at least some theoretical level of understanding of
their functioning. Result of this stage is model with initial
values of input parameters, which models the system best.
These models are in fact a formalized knowledge, from
which the company can benefit.
Evaluation stage is tied to results of final model, but also
depends on goals defined in the first stage of business understanding, which are further dependant on organizational
goals of the company, in which the data mining is taking
place. Output of the evaluation is revision of process, as
well as establishing further steps and decisions.
Deployment is a final stage, in which discovered knowledge is applied in the company environment. This can be done
in a complex way, by designing and implementing an
expert system, or simply, by setting, or establishing a way
of setting process parameters in an company environment.
Chosen way of deployment is a subject of Deployment plan
and its realization is further monitored by the standards defined in Monitoring plan. At the end of this stage, final report and revision of the project along with documentation
and discovered knowledge should be created as an aid for
a point of another data mining cycle. Obviously, Deployment stage should be entered only after Evaluation stage
returned plausible results. If it did not, it is often necessary
to return back to the first stage, and redefine goals in an
effort to better understand the analyzed system.

Fig. 3. Integrating simulation into data mining process
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3. Integrating Simulation into Data Mining Process

A need to integrate simulation into application of data mining often arises from insufficient amount of relevant data,
which could be used to model a behaviour of system in question. In spite of the fact, that companies gather vast volumes of data every day and the amount of this data has still
an increasing tendency, their relevance in terms of data mining is often debatable. One of the most significant places
where this phenomenon occurs are production processes,
which are influenced by huge amount of external factors
with variable characteristics. It is often very hard, and sometimes even impossible to find a sufficient amount of
data, which represent enough of possible states of the system subjected to the analysis. The reason can sometimes be
found in an insufficient data collection, but in some cases it
is impossible to collect enough data due to a long processing period during which all the external factors could be
taken into consideration and included into analysis. In this
case, it is possible to use simulation in order to acquire sufficient amount of relevant data. Some examples of integrating simulation into data mining are optimization of batch
size in push production system, where simulated production system generated data, on which it was possible to apply data mining algorithms in KNIME environment [1],
optimization of number of kanban cards, where the simulated production system was a pull production system [2] and
optimal selection of job which should be scheduled first in
order to target job shop scheduling problem, where the simulation model consists of scheduler capable to dispatch
individual jobs to machines with respect to their availability and various constraints derived, for instance, from bills
of materials.
3.1 Data understanding
In Figure 3, referring to CRISP-DM standard, it is sensible
to think about integrating simulation as early as in Data understanding stage and the final decision should emerge
from Data description report, which reveals basic surface
parameters, such as type and volume of records and data
fields from available data sources.
If at this stage a conclusion is made, that the amount of available data is not sufficient, it is possible to ask a question, if
the simulation has a chance to improve the results. However, even after decision for simulation is made, it is wrong
to neglect verification of data quality, because parameters
of simulation model are set based on it.
3.1 Data preparation
If the simulation approach is chosen, it is necessary to specify probability distributions of attributes, which would
specify simulation model. Afterwards, it is possible to design the simulation model and set initial parameters, such
as number of runs and range of analyzed input parameters
i.e. independent variables to the problem. Then it is possible to run the simulation and record results, which would
later on become a source for a further data mining analysis.
These data do not require cleaning anymore, as the simulation model is not influenced by human factor, and thus its
results do not contain erroneous or missing values, which
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would require further approximation. At this stage, it is also
beneficial to construct, integrate and convert data to desired
format, if it could lead to more accuracy of models at next
stage. This depends on characteristics of simulation model,
but also on very simulation environment, which defines the
level into which we can reformat output data. Rest of the analysis can then continue with respect to CRISP-DM standard.
4. Conclusion
In this article, a way to integrate simulation into data mining has been described, particularly with respect to
CRISP-DM standard. Recognition of possibility to apply
simulation during the knowledge discovery process can in
many cases, that occur in production environment, help to
cross barriers that are laid by insufficient amount of relevant data, and thus make further data mining and subsequent profiting from discovered knowledge possible in more
cases.
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Abstract:
This article describes a way to integrate a simulation into a
data mining technology, particularly with respect to
CRISP-DM standard. Aim of this approach is to enable data
mining in various cases, when available data do not meet all
the requirements for data mining analysis. Solution is primarily tied to manufacturing companies environment, where there are many processes, that can be simulated, and thus
the acquisition of sufficient volume of data for further analysis is possible.
ZINTEGROWANA SYMULACJA W EKSPLORACJI
DANYCH
S³owa kluczowe:
eksploracja danych, symulacja, CRISP-DM
Streszczenie:
W artykule opisano sposób integracji oprogramowania symulacyjnego z technologi¹ eksploracji danych, ze szczególnym uwzglêdnieniem standardu CRISP-DM. Celem takiego
podejcia jest pozyskanie danych w przypadkach, gdy dostêpne dane nie spe³niaj¹ wszystkich wymagañ zwi¹zanych
z analiz¹ w systemie eksploracji danych. Zaproponowane
rozwi¹zanie jest przede wszystkim zwi¹zane z praktyk¹ produkcyjn¹, gdzie realizowanych jest wiele procesów, które
mo¿na komputerowo zasymulowaæ, a tym samym mo¿na
pozyskaæ wystarczaj¹ce iloci danych do dalszych analiz.
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